Preview Indian Premier League

IPL 5:Bling Reloaded?

Ravindra Jadeja celebrates being worth 40 Herschelle Gibbs’

Season 5 of the Indian Premier League is
upon us and begins on April 4 when the
Chennai Superkings take on the Mumbai
Indians at the Chepauk Stadium. A Bollywood-style television series comprising
76 doses of sometimes hollow competition
over eight weeks can only be considered
overkill but it is hard not to enjoy the crack
cocaine of the cricketing world. The IPL
makes a great alternative to Grey’s
Anatomy - when you come home from
work, pop the match on, yell at the mercenary
freelancers sweating in the Indian summer,
catch a glimpse of Preity Zinta, cheer for
the side who wins and then immediately
forget it all.
The 2012 marathon IPL edition is even
longer, by two games, than its neverending predecessors, despite the Kochi
Tuskers Kerala team being booted out for
not paying their dues into someone’s fat
and murky bank account. But at least after
the confusing compromise of last year
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when not every side played each other
home and away, IPL 5 will see all nine
teams playing against each other at home
and away before semi-finals decide which
teams will fight it out at the final, which
will once again be played at the Chepauk
stadium.
This should allow defending champions
and pre-tournament favourites, the Chennai
Superkings, a good chance at a third title.
By chance, Chennai owner Mr N Srinivasan
also happens to be the Indian cricket
Board’s (BCCI) secretary and as former IPL
boss, Lalit Modi, will tell you, it’s a happy
co-incidence that the tournament’s format
does seem to suit the Superkings.
Indeed the IPL merry-go-round is not
without its hiccups. While IPL 1 took the
country by storm, viewer fatigue and a
lack of novelty resulted in considerably
lower (2011 ratings were down 25% on
2010’s figures) television ratings each year
andreversing this trend will be difficult.
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Before he sets off for India Nick Sadleir
previews the biggest and brashest of the
Twenty20 tournaments.

But even if the tournament’s brand value
takes another dive (in April a Brand Finance
study estimated an 11% decline in IPL’s
value), this competition is still one heck
of a money-spinner in a country that is
completely gaga for limited overs cricket.
That Brand Finance study valued the IPL at
$3.7 billion. Key tournament sponsors are
dragging their feet about their involvement
in the IPL, tens of millions of dollars’ worth
of sponsorship have been pulled and more
appears likely to follow. Pune Warriors
temporarily dropped out of the competition
in February when Sahara, their parent company, clashed bitterly and publicly with the
BCCI and withdrew all sponsorship
from the India team.
India’s economy has not been immune
to the worldwide financial crisis and recent
growth forecasts for 2012 have twice been
adjusted downwards, so filling stadiums
for so many matches will be no mean feat,
especially without the magical Mr Modi
and his marketing wizardry. Also, India’s
recent disastrous campaign in Australia
is sure to dampen the enthusiasm of the
country’s fair-weather fans.
It won’t help that this year’s tournament
clashes with a number of high-profile
international cricket series, competing for
television viewers and making many star
players unavailable for IPL duty. In March
the West Indies host Australia for a full
tour, while England will do battle in Sri
Lanka and when England return from that
endeavour they then host the West Indies
in May to kick off the home international
season.
February’s IPL player auction saw the
distribution of Kochi Tuskers’ players, who
found themselves without a team to play
for. Cricketers, like Premier League footballers
or American sportsmen, have become
trading commodities. IPL cricketers are,
pro rata, the second highest paid group of
sportsmen in the world, second only to
NBA basketball players in the US. Sums
like the recent $2 million (the maximum
permitted) coughed up for Ravindra
Jadeja, a good player but by no means a
superstar, are astonishing. At the same
auction, Herschelle Gibbs, fresh from
excelling at the KFC Big Bash down under,
went for a bargain $50 000, while worldclass players like Tim Southee, Lonwabo
Tsotsobe and Vernon Philander went
unsold along with England players, who
obviously won’t be available for much of
the tournament.
In other team news, Yuvraj Singh is still
recovering from the chemotherapy to treat

‘Who? Me?’ Rahul Dravid retires from Test cricket and becomes
Rajasthan Royals captain. Surely shum mistake?

his cancer and will miss IPL 5. Former India
captain Sourav Ganguly will lead Pune
Warriors in his place at their newly-built
stadium. Ganguly has also been selected
as the coach of the team. In place of the
former captain of Rajasthan Royals Shane
Warne, this year, the dependable wall of
the Indian Cricket Team, Rahul Dravid, will
skipper that side. These are some pretty old
Test warhorses calling the shots in what is
essentially a young man’s game.
I love the IPL and can’t wait to cover it,
but it does feel as if we could be in for a less
popular episode than in previous years.
The sudden glut of T20 tournaments
popping up everywhere from Bangladesh
to Zimbabwe has taken the lustre out
of the IPL extravaganza. Here is hoping
I’m wrong.

The arch IPL power broker, Mr N Srinivasan, plays ‘guess what
time it is? with Anil Kumble.
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